Fresh Cut Series
Vented Gas Logs

Fresh Cut Series log sets provide unburned, natural realism and a traditional look to your hearth
with our deep bark and intricate split wood textures. Hargrove’s vented log sets use our unique
pedastal grate system and are designed to work with any of our standard burner systems.

Classic Oak adds a warm, relaxing mood to any home.

Hargrove gas logs are cast from real trees, which are
chosen for good bark texture and character. Classic Oak
logs provide an excellent value with realistic flame patterns
and glowing embers.
• Available in 15”-30” sizes
• Realistic seasoned oak logs
• See-Thru models available

Classic Oak 24” Set
Grand Oak offers the right combination of large and small
logs to recreate the look of a traditional wood burning fire.
These detailed logs create a distinguished richness and
personality with their deep bark texture.
• Available in 18”-48” sizes
• Fresh cut appearance and deep bark detail
• See-Thru models available

Grand Oak 24” Set
Hargrove Select is a premium log set that combines

the excellence in detail of the split Western pine and the
deep bark texture of the massive Grand Oak. Each log in
these sets is specially chosen for its unique characteristics
and style, that when combined, display a beauty that is
unmatched.
• Available in 18”-66” sizes
• Beautiful combination of split and solid bark detail
• See-Thru models available

Hargrove Select 24” Set
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Mountain Timber has a unique paint scheme and gnarled log

shapes that create a distinct likeness of high country timber by
utilizing a new paint process and our time-tested craftsmanship.
Mountain Timber was created to fit our standard burners for
smaller applications.
• Available in 21”-60” sizes
• Massive Sets designed for larger fireplaces

Mountain Timber 24” Set
Driftwood is full of personality and character with wonderful

twists and turns that compliment its unique texture. This log set
has a contemporary feel that will suit many room styles. Beauty
and distinction define the striking appearance of Driftwood.
• Available in 18”-28” sizes
• Modern look and feel
• See-Thru models available

Driftwood 24” Set
Western Pine was cast from real pine trees, selected for their

knarls and twists. Beauty and distinction make Western Pine one
of our most popular gas log sets.
• Available in 15”-48” sizes
• Intricate split texture and color
• See-Thru models available

Western Pine 24” Set

Burners

E Burner - The E Burner (EB) is a single burner system designed to produce a large glowing ember bed and full bodied,
balanced flame that comes up in the middle of the log stack. Although the E Burner can be used with any Fresh Cut,
Charred, or Radiant Heat log set, it is best matched with the Fresh Cut style.
H Burner - The H Burner (HB) is a dual burner system designed to produce a large glowing ember bed and a deeper flame
pattern which is ideal for two-piece front log or open log stacks. Although the H Burner can be used with any Fresh Cut,
Charred, or Radiant Heat log set, it performs best with the Charred and Radiant Heat styles.
HC Burner - The Hidden Controls Burner (HC) incorporates the H Burner design and performance with a premium
shielding feature that allows for various valve systems to be hidden from view. The HC Burner can be used with any Fresh
Cut, Charred, or Radiant Heat log set.
System 4 Burner - The System 4 Burner (SF) is specifically designed for Liquid Propane applications. One of the main
challenges with using a sand pan style burner (E Burner or H Burner) with propane applications is these burners deposit
heavy black soot on the gas logs. The System 4 Burner is designed with controlled porting and optimal fuel to air ratios
that create a cleaner burn which results in less soot deposits on the logs. The System 4 Burner can be used with any
Fresh Cut, Charred, or Radiant Heat log set.
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